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Please note:

The address given is my companies address I use for all posted correspondence.

(Personal / private request)
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Map 11 Edwinstowe NG21 9QY
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I wish to apply for the boundary of Edwinstowe to be altered to include land found at '38 Mill Lane' and I
believe this is the only method of applying to do so.

Please see additional document labelled '38 Mill Lane - Supporting Document' for details.

In my opinion the inclusion of land found at '38 Mill Lane - NG21 9QY' would make this document sound.
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I don't see my inclusion offering a benefit to the Examination however I will participate if requested.
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                            28/11/2002



38 Mill Lane – Supporting Document

I’d like to request that the boundary of Edwinstowe is adjusted to include my land, which if it were to
be developed could be considered 38 Mill Lane as it borders properties 34 and 36 Mill Lane.
The land was until recently a road-side garden, part of the estate of 30 Mill Lane, but is now a
separate entity in my ownership. I am a long time resident of Edwinstowe and I would like the
opportunity to apply to build a home for myself.
I have a few reasons that I think could support my request, as the land:
•borders an existing domestic property
•is within the 30mph limit
•has 2 drop curbs
•has a building with existing planning approval

Thank you for considering my request.
Jake Whittaker - November 2022

Image as provided
by NSDC Planning

showing the
current village

envelope in the
area of the land.

The boundary
does not currently

include the
gardens of 34 & 36

Mill Lane.

Aerial photograph
marked up by
myself showing my
land as a dashed
rectangle,
indicating the area I
would like the
village envelope to
include.


